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 Writing1: 
 

 Write a narrative paragraph on trip to Makkah with the help 
 box below. 

 

 

 

______________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________ 
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chance- Makkah- adhan- Quran -peace - crowd – men -

women- smelled- oudh - amazing 
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Writing 2: 
 

Write a paragraph on Yogurt Milkshake with the help box below. 

 
 
 
 
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________ 
________________________________________________________________ 
________________________________________________________________ 
________________________________________________________________ 
________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

cup- yogurt- milk -tablespoon – honey -fruit – blender 

strawberries - mangoes - glasses 
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Writing 3: 
 

Write a paragraph on Books and I Pads with the help box below. 

 

 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

:Writing 4 

Write a paragraph on What you want to be in Future with 

help box below. 
 

 
 
 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

desire—teacher—love—working—beauty—religion—study 

 work-goal 

provide - information - studying - research - projects - 

differences -plastic- metal -costly- cheap – gain knowledge 
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Reading Comprehension1: 
Read the passage. Then answer the questions that follow.   

Hurricanes 
 

     Aunt Jamie lives in Homestead, Florida. Jamie has lived in Florida all her life and is 
used to its weather. She is very energetic and likes outdoor activities. She was living 
there in 1992 when Hurricane Andrew hit the state. She had just returned from a 
vacation in the Everglades when she heard about a storm in the Atlantic Ocean. First, 
she followed the weather reports and then made preparations to leave as the storm 
drew near. Next she nailed boards across the windows of her house to try to prevent 
damage. 
 

Hurricane Andrew turned out to be one of the most destructive hurricane sever to hit 
the United States. Seven inches of rain fell in Florida during that storm. The winds 
were more than 155 miles per hour. 
 

When Jamie returned, she found that many trees had been uprooted in her 
neighborhood. One had fallen on the roof of her house. Jamie’s house was damaged, 
but it was still standing. Many houses in Homestead were totally destroyed. 

 

 Circle (T) True or (F) False: 
 

Choose the correct answer: 
 

 

1.  Aunt Jamie lives in _______. 

 (A) Egypt (B) Jeddah (C) Florida (D) China 

2.  She is very energetic and likes_____________ activities. 

 (A) outdoor (B) indoor (C) backyard (D)  valley 

3. She heard about a storm in the____________. 

 (A) Red Sea  

 

(B) Atlantic Ocean story (C)  Arabian Gulf (D) Mediterranean 

4.  The winds were more than 155 miles per hour. 

 (A) 155 (B) 150 (C)100 (D) 160 

   1) Aunt Jamie lives in Home stead, Florida. T F 

  2) She nailed bords across the windows to prepare for the hurricane. T F 

   3) The rain fell in Florida during Hurricane Andrew was six inches. T F 

   4) It was 155 miles per hour. T F 

  5) Hurricane Andrew turned out to be one of the most destructive 

sever to hit the United States. 

T F 

  6) When she returned, she found many trees uprooted. T F 

 7) One tree had fallen on the roof of her house.  T F 

 8) Jamie’s house was totally destroyed. T F 
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Reading Comprehension 2: 
Read these two passages. Then answer the questions that follow: 

Fox and the Crow The 
      The Fox saw Crow in a tree. Crow was holding a piece of cheese in his 
beak, and Fox wanted the cheese very much. Fox said, “If the crow could 
sing, he would be the king of all birds!” Crow very much wanted to be the 
king of all birds. So, he opened his mouth to sing. The cheese fell to the 
ground, and Fox quickly ate it. Crow saw that he had been tricked, and he 
learned not to believe people who wanted to flatter him.  
 

:seCircle (T) True or (F) Fal 

 

Choose the correct answer: 

 

 

 
 

   1) The wolf saw a crow in a tree. T F 

   2) Crow was holding a piece of bread in his beak. T F 

   3) Fox wanted the cheese very much. T F 

   4) Crow very much wanted to be the king of all the animals. T F 

   5) Crow opened his mouth to sing. T F 
   6) Fox quickly ate the cheese. T F 

  7) Crow saw that he had been tricked. T F 
  8) He learned not to believe people who wanted to flatter him. T F 

______ wanted the cheese very much. 1. 

(D) Deer (C) Lion (B) Fox (A) Bear  

Crow opened his mouth to _________ . 2. 

D) shout (C)  yawn (B) eat (A) sing  

Fox quickly ate the ___________. 3. 

(D) giraffe (C) cheese (B)  meat (A) goat  

Crow saw that he had been __________. 

 

4. 

(D) tricked (C) happy (B) awarded (A) sad  
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Reading Comprehension 3: 
Read the passage. Then answer the questions that follow.  

The Gri Gri Tree 

     A young girl named Anna Rosa likes to sit in a Giri Gri Gri tree and look 
out at the world, and dream of being a writer. She lives in Dominican 
Republic, and her home is at the edge of the sea. One day she sees a sea 
monster. When the people in her town see the sea monster, they make a 
plan to do something about it. Her mother thinks her daughter who wants 
to be a writer should be the one to write about it. Anna Rosa’s story is a 
great success. The sea monster turns out to be a whale, and Anna Rosa 
names him Guario. 

Write True/ False for the questions below: 

 

Choose the correct answer: 

1.  Anna Rosa dreams of being a _______. 

 (A) diver (B) teacher (C) writer (D) doctor 

2. .            f theoHer home is at the edge  

 (A) sea (B) cliff (C) hill (D) valley 

3. Anna Rosa’s _______ is a great success. 

 (A) song (B) story (C)  work (D) paintings 

4. The sea monster turns out to be a _________. 

 (A) whale (B) seal (C) shark (D) dolphin 

 
 
 

1) A young girl named Anna Rosa likes to sit in a Giri Gir Gri tree. T F 

2) She dreams of being a writer. T F 

3) She lives in Dominican Republic T F 

4) Her home is at the edge of the sea. T F 

5) One day she sees a Lion. T F 

6) This paragraph is about Giri Giri Tree. T F 

7)    Anna Rosa’s story is a great success T F 

8) The sea monster turns out to be a whale. T F 
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Reading Comprehension 4: 
Read the passage. Then answer the questions that follow.   

The Best Place to Shop and Be! 

     In an age where you can buy almost anything on the Internet, thousands 

of people all over the world still prefer to do their shopping in traditional 

places. In general, shoppers look for bargains, and the best prices are 

usually found in street markets. Many markets around the world have a 

similar lively atmosphere and sell nearly anything you can imagine from 

jewelry and clothes, fresh produce, spices, and fish, to carpets, electronics, 

and livestock. Riyadh has some of the world’s most beautiful modern 

shopping malls, with designer boutiques and brand names. But if you’re 

looking for real bargains, you’ll head for some of the traditional souqs in 

town. Haraj is a secondhand market just east of the city. Impress your 

friends and dress in Chanel and Armani for a fraction of the price, or get 

that new kitchen appliance you’ve been dreaming of. 

 Circle (T) True or (F) False 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   1) People still prefer to do their shopping in traditional places. T F 

  2) Shoppers look for bargains and the best prices. T F 

   3) Many markets around the world have a similar dull atmosphere. T F 

   4) Riyadh has some of the world’s most beautiful modern shopping 

malls. 

T F 

  5) Haraj is a secondhand market just north of the city. T F 

  6) Best prices are usually found in street markets. T F 

 7) Markets sell anything that you can imagine.  T F 

 8) If you are looking for real bargains, you’ll head for malls. T F 
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Choose the correct answer: 

 

       

 

May Allah guide you!                                                                        6th English Language Teachers 

                                                                              THE END! 

 

1. In the paragraph, the city mentioned is               _. 

 (A) Yanbu (B) Jeddah (C) Riyadh (D) Taif 

2.   _____       prices are usually found in street markets. 

 (A) Cheap (B) Best (C) Good (D) High 

3.  ___________  is a secondhand market in Riyadh. 

 (A) street (B) mall (C) Haraj (D) souq 

4. Many markets around the world sell nearly anything you can   _ _ _ _ _ .  

 (A) see (B) want (C) imagine (D) feel 


